Pairwise Rotation Invariant Co-Occurrence Local Binary Pattern.
Designing effective features is a fundamental problem in computer vision. However, it is usually difficult to achieve a great tradeoff between discriminative power and robustness. Previous works shown that spatial co-occurrence can boost the discriminative power of features. However the current existing co-occurrence features are taking few considerations to the robustness and hence suffering from sensitivity to geometric and photometric variations. In this work, we study the Transform Invariance (TI) of co-occurrence features. Concretely we formally introduce a Pairwise Transform Invariance (PTI) principle, and then propose a novel Pairwise Rotation Invariant Co-occurrence Local Binary Pattern (PRICoLBP) feature, and further extend it to incorporate multi-scale, multi-orientation, and multi-channel information. Different from other LBP variants, PRICoLBP can not only capture the spatial context co-occurrence information effectively, but also possess rotation invariance. We evaluate PRICoLBP comprehensively on nine benchmark data sets from five different perspectives, e.g., encoding strategy, rotation invariance, the number of templates, speed, and discriminative power compared to other LBP variants. Furthermore we apply PRICoLBP to six different but related applications-texture, material, flower, leaf, food, and scene classification, and demonstrate that PRICoLBP is efficient, effective, and of a well-balanced tradeoff between the discriminative power and robustness.